
Switzerland tour report of April 28, 2019 to May 11, 2019.
The following Itinerary was what we planned and ultimately what

we did is detailed below & in trip report:

Date Day Itinerary as planned  Itinerary as happened

28.04.19 1 Mumbai to Zurich.
Zurich to Lucerne.  (Stay 4 Days. )
Glacier Museum & Lion monument.
Sunset Ferry.

Mumbai to Zurich. 
Zurich to Lucerne.  (Stay 4 Days. ) 
Glacier Museum & Lion monument.  
Ferry to Burgenstock & back. 

29.04.19 2 Mt. Rigi majestic Round trip.
Stanserhorn Double decker cable car
ride.

Museggmauer & Transport 
Museum 

30.04.19 3 Lucerne to Mt. Pilatus and return. Mt. Rigi majestic Round trip.
Horw & Hergiswil.

01.05.19 4 Lucerne to Engelberg to Mt. Titlis and
return.

Lucerne to Engelberg to Mt. Titlis and 
return. Sunset Cruise. 

02.05.19 5 Lucerne to Wilderswil.  (Stay 4 Days. )
Montreux via Golden Pass line.
Montreux Boat ride.
Montreux to Gstaad for Glacier 3000.
Gstaad to Interlaken to Wilderswil.

Lucerne to Wilderswil.  (Stay 4 Days. ) 
Interlaken to Gstaad via Golden Pass  
line. Gstaad to Glacier 3000 & back.  
Gstaad to Interlaken to Wilderswil. 

03.05.19 6 Wilderswil to Interlaken to Thun & Bern
and return.

04.05.19 7 Wilderswil to Interlaken to Schilthorn
return.

05.05.19 8 Wilderswil to Wengen to Jungfraujoch
to Grindelwald to Interlaken & back to
Wilderswil.

06.05.19 9 Wilderswil to Zermatt. Zermatt to
Matterhorn Paradise & Back. If
possible, Gornergrat & back to Zermatt.

07.05.19 10 Zermatt to St. Moritz. St. Moritz lake
views.

Wilderswil to Lauterbrunnen to
Jungfraujoch to Grindelwald to
Wengen to Wilderswil.

Wilderswil to Lauterbrunnen
-Trummelbach Falls & Schilthorn.

Wilderswil to Interlaken to St.
Beatus-Hohlen Caves , Lake Thun
boat ride and return.

Wilderswil to Zermatt.
Zermatt to Matterhorn Paradise &
Back.

Zermatt to St. Moritz. St. Moritz lake
views.

08.05.19 11 St. Moritz sightseeing St. Moritz to Dia Volezza & Back
St. Moritz to Lej Da Staz & back.

09.05.19 12 St. Moritz to Zurich.
Zurich to Rhine falls & National
Museum.

St. Moritz to Zurich. 
Zurich to Uetliberg. 
Zurich to Rhine falls & back. 

https://www.myswissalps.com/zurich
https://www.myswissalps.com/lucerne
https://www.myswissalps.com/rigi
https://www.myswissalps.com/stanserhorn
https://www.myswissalps.com/pilatus
https://www.myswissalps.com/titlis
https://www.myswissalps.com/goldenpass
https://www.myswissalps.com/montreux
https://www.myswissalps.com/boatlakegeneva
https://www.myswissalps.com/interlaken
https://www.myswissalps.com/thun
https://www.myswissalps.com/bern
https://www.myswissalps.com/schilthorn
https://www.myswissalps.com/jungfraujoch
https://www.myswissalps.com/zermatt
https://www.myswissalps.com/kleinmatterhorn
https://www.myswissalps.com/gornergrat
https://www.myswissalps.com/stmoritz
https://www.myswissalps.com/rhinefalls


10.05.19 13 Zurich local Sightseeing and Purchase. Lindt Chocolate factory,  
Zuricher See  
Boat ride to Mellen & back. 
Grossmunster, Old city. 

11.05.19 14 Zurich to Mumbai Zurich to Mumbai 

 
In India, we organise internal tours on our own. We usually travel without hotel
reservations as we get cheaper rates on spot booking. This was our first tour
outside India (except visiting Dharchula in Nepal for trekking purpose). Secondly,
it was to celebrate our 25th Wedding Anniversary on May 1. I was, therefore,
apprehensive that by visiting Switzerland, on my own, I may face difficulties in
Language, Culture, technology, transportation etc. Secondly, I was also
apprehensive about the response of my wife since she is a little perfectionist.
However, while browsing the internet, I luckily came across myswissalps.com
website and all my doubts, apprehensions, fears were blown away. I recommend
that if you have any doubt whatever the quantum, regarding Switzerland travel,
without any hesitation consult myswissalps.com.
 

 
I had pre-booked the following:

a) 15 day Swiss Travel Pass: Available in INR on raileurope.com website.
b) Mountain Excursions:  Available in INR on raileurope.com &

swisstours.com websites.
c) Glacier Express reservations: Available in INR on raileurope.com &

swisstours.com websites.
d) Hotel bookings: Available in INR on myswissalps.com, airbnb and

booking.com. However, I had paid the charges while checking in, this
caused me to pay premium charges. However, the entire experience was
hassle free.

e) & of course the air tickets : Go for Swiss Air or Lufthansa only for
comfortable travel experience.

I had pre-downloaded the following on my Android:
 

a) SBB Mobile: A MUSSSSSST. Complete and detailed guide to ALL
Switzerland travel needs.

b) Swiss Travel: Gives detailed information about places.
 
I had purchased Swiss Francs (CHF) and pre-loaded Travel Cards from Weizmann 
Forex India Pvt. Ltd. (INR 70.42 per CHF) 
 

This trip was impossible without the direct or indirect way that 
myswissalps.com has supported, influenced and finally hardened my 
resolve to go independently for Switzerland visit.

https://www.myswissalps.com
https://www.myswissalps.com/swisstravelpass
https://www.myswissalps.com/glacierexpress/tickets
https://www.myswissalps.com/hotels
https://www.myswissalps.com/aboutswitzerland/practical/websites
https://www.booking.com/index.html?aid=339438


ATTENTION Notes: a) The first timers or Indians like us to take note that there 

is a Red button on Signal Pole at every busy Zebra Crossing which when pressed 

shows green signal after a little delay for crossing the respective street/Road. On 

non-busy streets/Roads, the vehicles stop (all types of vehicles whether they are 

Mercedes or VW or BMW or Trucks) at a safe distance when we cross, a  real 

surprise for us. Secondly always walk on footpath only. These things we Indians 

learnt in Civics books but forget to follow. b) There is an indicator on every bus 

stand showing bus number, bus destination & time remaining for arrival at the main 

bus stops. There is also complete timetable and total Stops for each bus stopping 

at that particular stop. c) In switzerland generally the check-in time is 1400 or 

1500 Hrs and checkout time is 1100 Hrs. d) Check the sunrise & sunset times. Being 

in Northern hemisphere, the days here are longer. In April -May the sunrise timing 

is approx. 0600-0630 Hrs and sunset timing is 2030-2045. The daylight is up to 

2100-2130 hrs. d) The toilets are everywhere & extremely clean even in 

remotest place. e) In all hotel rooms Electric Kettle is provided by default. 

 

The daywise travel report is as below:   

 

Day 1-28.04.19: 
 
The 0055 Lufthansa Flight from Mumbai to Zurich was with 2 Hrs stopover at Munich. 
Due to excellent service of Lufthansa and comfortable seats, we got full rest and deep 
sleep. When we reached Munich, we were fresh and ready for the day. The two hours 
were evaporated as we completed the immigration formalities and watched the beautiful 
Sun rise from the airport window.  
 
From Munich we got into a small ABB plane and due to rains, reached Zurich 15 
Minutes late. However, we got out of the Airport within 15-20 minutes, as there were 
zero immigration formalities.  
 
As soon as coming out of the Arrivals, we headed for Swisscom for Salt sim card  (On
the right  side just outside the Arrivals gate) and paid for 15 days of data use @CHF
1.99/Day. The man on the counter was very efficient as we got the sim within 5-10
minutes and the sim was immediately activated. As advised on myswissalps.com the
connectivity & internet speed was too good.
 
The Metro/Train station is just two minutes away from Swisscom outlet with clear 
directions at every step. As planned earlier, we got the 1035 Direct Luzern Train (as per 
SBB timetable-despite flight delay) with comfortable seating. With luggage stowed away 
under the seats and on the shelves above, we were free to watch outside wide eyed. 
We reached Zurich HB by the time we settled in the seats. Thereafter,  it was grand 
visual extravaganza till we reached Luzern Main Station at 11.45.  
 

https://www.myswissalps.com/simcard


 
 
Just as we came out of the Luzern Main Station, the bus stand was just across the road 
and the jetty also just across the road from the Bus Stand. Like we do in India we just 
crossed the road & the zebra crossing was a few feet away resulting in drawing 
attention of everybody. (Refer attention notes `a’.) The bus came as per SBB time table 
and we reached our Hotel (Hotel Alpha, Pilatus Platz, Luzern) within 10 minutes of our 
arrival in Luzern. The kind lady at reception allowed us to check in three hours early. 
 
After freshening up, we moved out for Luzern sightseeing. We went by bus from 
Pilatusplatz to Bahnhof (i.e. Bus station near Railway station) and from Bahnhof to 
Lowendenkmal (Lion Monument). With Google help, we reached Lion monument within 
2 minutes from the bus stop.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Lion Monument & Glacier Garden (Free with STP) (Approx. 2-3 Hours):  

 

 

 
The beautiful but sad Sculpture made of Lion in a discarded mining area grieving & 
remembering the loss of 300 Swiss Guards protecting the French Royalty. As is Swiss 
specialty, the monument is intrinsically designed. The small pond in front enhances the 
beauty of the place. The trees are also planted in such a way so as to highlight the 
monument. 
 



 
 
The Glacier Garden is in the same compound as Lion Monument. The remains/effects 
of now extinct Glacier are kept in this open Museum. We get to know the movement of 
Glaciers and its effect on the underlying earth. It is really informative and the views of 
Luzern from the top are breathtaking. There is Glass palace in the Museum which is 
actually out of place and contradictory for the informative nature of museum. However, if 
you are going with Children there, then the children will enjoy it.  
 
We returned to Luzern Main Station and took a boat at 1600 to Fluelen for travelling up 
to Vitznou.  Since we did not take the Sunset time of 2030 Hrs on the weather website 
seriously (due to our ignorance about Northern Hemisphere & Indian experience) we 
returned by 1930 and missed Sunset by one hour. The only solace was that it was 
raining heavily so as it is Sunset will not be visible. We ate sandwiches from Coop 
Supermarket in Main Station and returned to our hotel for a peaceful sleep with a 
reminder for getting up early the next day. 
 
Day 2-29.04.19: 
 

It was our first morning & obviously first breakfast in any foreign country. We brought 
Girnar premixed adrak/masala tea & premixed Nescafe packets with us which we had 
first thing in the morning. We heard from many of our friends & relatives, who had 
visited Europe, that one should have lavish breakfast so as to save on Lunch & 



breakfast which contains among other things  Beef & Pork cold cuts which are strictly a 
no-no for Indian orthodox Hindus. However, since we are not that affected by the 
orthodoxy, we were okayish with it.  
 
We were informed about the breakfast timings several times by the reception whenever 
we went for keys. We were therefore went for breakfast with much apprehension but 
were pleasantly surprised & overwhelmed by the sheer variety of the items provided for 
Breakfast. I can hereby assure my Vegetarian Indian brethren that they can have 
sumptuous breakfast as there are several Vegetarian options. The breakfast is almost 
similar at all the places that were visited by us. I am giving the complete glossary of 
breakfast items for my fellow Indians: 
 

a) Yoghurt : At least two to three types- Plain, Strawberry, Mixed fruit. 
b) Fruits : Apple, Pear, Oranges, Sweet Lime, Cherry etc (+Seasonal) + 

pre-cut mixed fruits.  
c) Dry fruits & Seeds: Several types for sprinkling on either yoghurt or milk. 
d) Milk, Coffee powder (at least two types), Chocolate powder, Sugar, Tea 

Bags (plain & flavoured). 
e) Cornflakes, Chocolate flakes, Oats etc for adding  to Hot/Cold Milk. 
f) Colorful Boiled Eggs 
g) Cold cuts- Beef, Pork, Mutton, Chicken etc.You can demand Chicken or 

Goat Mutton cuts by informing the Hotel management beforehand. 
h) Breads of at least three local types + normal Bread Slices white and brown 
i) Jams mostly homemade of three- four types, Honey, Cheese Spreads, 

Salted Butter, Plain white Butter etc. 
j) Cheese: Locally made at least four types. 

 
We had almost all these items for breakfast and departed contentedly with an apple or 
two in our backpacks for forward journey.  
 
Before going out we asked at the reception about the Weather and whether it is suitable 
for any Mountain excursion? The owner at reception went out of the way & called the 
respective mountain administrators and informed that today it is not advisable to go into 
any mountain and also told us to explore Luzern. So we did. 
 
Kapellbrucke or Chapel Bridge (One Hour): 

 

Kapellbrucke is near Lucerne Main Station. You  have to cross one main road or for 
photographing purpose you just walk on to the Bridge on the river Reuss just outside 
Mainstation. The entire bridge is made of Wood and some section of it is more than 400 
Year old. The Bridge was burnt due to fire in 1920s and was replicated. The interior of 
the bridge has Biblical Mythological paintings. There is a Stone Tower attached to it 
which was initially used for confinement of prisoners. It is not accessible now. The view 
of the entire bridge from the Church side with the backdrop of Mt. Pilatus is wonderful. 



Similar bridge exists just half a Km away which is less crowded with water pumps etc 
below it. This route goes to Museggmauer. 
 

 
 
Museggmauer(City Wall with multiple watch towers & Clock tower) (One-two hours): 

 

 



 

 

As soon as  you cross the second wooden bridge (Spreuerbrücke or Spreuer Bridge) or 
pass it if you come from Mainstaion by crossing the Kapellbrucke and enjoying the old 
city buildings with intrinsic paintings on them; there is an entrance to Museggmauer. 
There is a steep climb if you choose the small path & easy climb if you choose the main 
road going up.  
 
The entry from Main road has beautiful Laburnum flowers just inside the gate. There are 
four towers connected by wall which are accessible, all other towers are not accessible 
for tourists. You have to climb several stairs on each tower to go to the top since there 
are no lifts. If you are fit enough then you may attempt all of them otherwise try the first 
and the second last. The first tower near the Main entrance & the second last one which 
is clock tower. The views from the top are good. If you can visit at the time of half hourly 
ringing of the Gong then it  will be worthwhile. The lawn surrounding the wall & several 
types of animals in the grassland below is also worth seeing.  
 
After getting down by the small path we went for lunch at Manora restaurant in the 
Manor Supermarket. It was pocket friendly and excellent. Then we got down to the main 
road & took bus to Transport Museum. 
 
 
 



Verkehershaus (Transport Museum) (50% Discount on STP) (Open till 

1730 Hrs requires minimum 5-6 Hours): 

 

 

 

A must for Vehicle enthusiasts. Lot of interactive fun for children and adults alike. You 
should take the discounted ticket for entire bouche  i.e.  Transport Museum, Chocolate 
express & Movie show.  
 
The Transport Museum has real aircrafts, fighter jets, boats, submarine, cars, scooters, 
motorcycles etc in real size. The various shows (15 Minutes) inside the museum are 
also a must. If you are lucky and the museum is less crowded, then the person looking 
after Swiss made submarine vehicle will show you the Submarine from inside.  
  
Lindt has made Chocolate world at several impossible places-this is the most easily 
accessible place for the Chocolate express experience. You have to take the ride here 
to know the history of Chocolate in the non-Cocoa producing country.  After taking this 
ride no other chocolate ride is required to be taken anywhere. 
 
We did not go to IMAX Movie due to time constraints. 
 
We went back to Luzern Main Station by bus and from Luzernquai got into a boat to 
Burgenstock for a round trip which is free with STP.  
 



Day 3-30.04.19: 

 

Mt. Rigi Round Trip (Free with STP) (Approx. Four-Five Hours): 

 

 

 
We took the Boat for Vitznau from Luzern Bahnquai just opposite Luzern Main Station 
at 0900 Hrs. The morning light was wonderful for photography. We were on the open 
Balcony on the Boat for the entire 1 ½ Hr. journey. At Vitznau we boarded the 
Cog-wheel Train for Mt. Rigi Kulm. The rain started as soon as we seated in the coach. 
The train started & immediately the vertical climb also started. We could feel the 
deployment & churning of Cog Wheels. Within five minutes of climbing the rain turned in 
to Snow fall. This was only the second snowfall experience of our lifetime.  First one 
was in the Himalayas.  We reached the Top (Kulm) within 30 Minutes. The journey in 
between is beautiful with several photogenic scenarios on both sides of the Train. After 
getting down at Rigi Kulm & freshening up, we went for the topmost point- a 5 minutes 
climb on snow. On the top there is weather observatory and survey marking. The view 
from the top of RIgi, of Lake Luzern & surrounding peaks, is awesome.  You can see 
Titlis, Jungfrau, Pilatus etc from the top. Thanks to the intervening rains we got a clear 
weather and peaks were visible. We wanted to eat Alplermagronen at Hotel Rigi 
however, the rates prohibited us from indulging.  So we got in to the train for getting 
down at Rigi Kaltbad for Gondola Ride (Cable Car).  
 



At Rigi Kaltbad we again encountered heavy rains/snows, however, the distance to 
Cable car was not much so we reached the Cable car station passing the Hot water 
Spa. Due to rains we could not exploit Kaltbad. The vertical descent from Kaltbad to 
Wegis is awesome. The cable car accommodates approx. 150 people.  We got down at 
Weggis-the beautiful village on the outskirts of Lucerne. The route from Cable car 
station to Weggis Boat Station is so scenic that I took around 100 photographs of this 
route only. We spent an hour roaming on the Lakefront. The boat to Luzern arrived as 
usual on time & we reached Luzern Main Station in 40 minutes. We had our Luncks (My 
word for Lunch + Snacks) at Coop Supermarket at Main Station and went to Horw by 
bus for experiencing the other end of LuzernerSee i.e. Lake Luzern ( one hour ride ).  
 
This Horw area is mainly residential area and is very beautiful. We just wandered 
around, skirting the lake, waited for Boat at Hergiswil just to have the hang of the place 
& returned by bus late in the evening. Roamed around Main Station & after taking Pizza 
& sandwich from Migros went back to Hotel totally exhausted. 
 
Day 4-01.05.19: 
 
Today was our 25th wedding anniversary hence a special day for us. 
Celebration for this occasion brought us to Switzerland. 
 
We were first for the breakfast today as we had to reach Mt. Titlis at the earliest to avoid 
the crowd of tourists brought by Tour Operators around the world (Though Mainly 
Indian, Chinese  & Korean; in that order).  
 
Mt. Titlis (½ fare with STP) (Full day): 

 



 

 

We got the Engelberg train from Luzern Main Station. Enjoyed the Luzern lake views 
and the beautiful village landscapes enroute.  Engelberg is a beautiful resort town in 
Obwalden Kanton. Mt. Titlis and Eugenisee are the main attractions. However, 
Engelberg itself is a beautiful town. You can walk down from the Train Station to Titlis 
Talstation. The walk along the Engelberger Aa is picturesque. There was line on ticket 
window even though we reached early. The tour operators buses were arriving 
continuously. So we hurriedly brought tickets and went for the Cable car ride to the top 
along with some skiers-an old skier couple from Netherland who come here every year. 
The husband was quite talkative and gave detailed information about our imminent 
destination.  
 
We reached the top and there we had to jostle around to reach the Snow Cave. After 
arriving in Switzerland we were seeing such a crowd for the first time. Since the weather 
was good, we went through snow cave quickly and went for the top viewing gallery and 
also for the Cliff walk on the Tissot Bridge. Though the walk was half submerged in 
snow we enjoyed the cliff walk. The view of surrounding peaks including Rigi, Pilatus, 
Jungfraujoch etc was breathtaking. The views of the valley below including Frozen 
Trubsee & Jochpass are excellent. We did the Ice Flyer ride, however, we found it a 
little hyped ride. We went to the Restaurant and it was so crowded with tourists that we 
just  ran out of it & had small lunch in Bollywood restaurant upstairs which was tasteless 
and very expensive. There is Lindt shop on Titlis but it was also very crowded. The wall 
opposite Moving Walkway depicting the extreme struggles faced by the workers for 



making the route to Mt. Titlis was excellent. Overall we felt that Mt. Titlis is too crowded 
& commercialised.  
 
We literally ran out of the building and via Rotair went down. At Engelberg,  we enjoyed 
the walk from Titlis Talstation to Engelberg Train Station. Returned to Luzern by 1600 
Hrs.  
 
Sunset Cruise (Free with STP) (Time as per individual choice):  
 

 
 
At Luzern after having Croissant and Coffee at Coop SM we went for Sunset Cruise.  
 
Not exactly Sunset Cruise. Since they have special Sunset Cruise boats & packages 
which are rather expensive. However, we may opt for normal boat rides coinciding with 
the Sunset timings. So we did the same. We took a boat to Burgenstock & got down & 
from Burgenstock we got into Cogwheel train for Burgenstock resort and came down 
immediately. After roaming and absorbing the views of Burgenstock & visiting the Tell 
Am See Restaurant we again boarded Ferry as the time for Sunset was nearing. This is 
the one event everybody must do while in Luzern. The sunset on the lake is so beautiful 
that I am at a loss of words to describe the beauty.  
 
We were very exhausted  when we got down again at Luzern. We straightaway went to 
our Hotel, had a bowl of soup & jumped on the bed when we remembered that today is 



the last day at Luzern & we had to pack our bags. So after doing the same with sleepy 
eyes and setting alarm for early morning rise, we climbed on the bed. 
 
Day 5-02.05.19: 

 
Like yesterday we were first for breakfast (at 0645 Hrs) today also. We had very heavy 
breakfast today since that day the most travelling was planned with the help of SBB 
app.  
 
Luzern to Interlaken OST (Free with STP) 2 Hrs: 

 

 

 

We chose Golden Pass Line for our travel up to Interlaken OST. The trains have 
panoramic windows to soak the beauty enroute. The moment we leave the Luzern city 
behind the sheer beauty of the route till Interlaken OST is awesome. As we say 
goodbye to the beautiful Luzerner See we are met by Wichelsee or Lake Wichel on the 
left, Lake Samer and Lake Lungen followed on right before finally crossing the Lake 
Brienz and arriving at Interlaken OST. The entire route skirts.the above Lakes and the 
snow clad mountains clinging to them. The villages with beautiful Cottages dot the 
landscape. We just cannot keep the Camera down. We forget about everything and 
immerse fully in the natural beauty bestowed upon the area so much so that when the 
train stopped at Interlaken OST we noticed each other. 



 
We hurried for the connecting train to Wilderswil where we had booked our Hotel. Within 
5 minutes of alighting from our Golden Pass Line we were in Wilderswil by train going 
towards Lauterbrunen and wengen. We took the luggage across the street just opposite 
the Train Station and entered our 150 year old hotel Edelweiss. The reception was as 
usual very efficient, business like and blunt I'm a positive way. As we had arrived much 
earlier than the check-in time, the room was not ready. They told us to keep luggage in 
the store room till the room gets ready. As we had much distances to cover today we 
kept the luggage filled up the check-in form, paid for the entire stay and hurried back to 
Wilderswil Train station.  
 
Glacier 3000 (½ fare with STP) (5-6 Hours from Interlaken): 

 

 

 

The train station building is beautiful. We filled up our water bottles from the water 
fountain just opposite to the station. The train arrived just then and we reached 
Interlaken Ost in 4 minutes flat. We ran for the train to Spiez and changed trains for 
Zweissman to Gstaad. Here all trains are panoramic. The views are fantastic. Since this 
region is sparsely populated and totally rural area, the forests; the landscapes & the 
rivers etc are very very picturesque. The bus to Glacier 3000 is available just outside 
the Train Station. However, since we were extremely hungry we went to the Coop SM 
for lunch. We had the lentil soup & Sandwiches there, it was sooooo tasty that I still 



remember the taste while writing this. We went back to Train Station & caught the bus 
for Glacier 3000.  
 
The bus stops inside the Cable car station. After executing our pre-paid voucher we 
went into the waiting Cable Car. There were just 5-6 persons in the huge Gondola 
having capacity of 125-150 people. The reason was the weather. The weather was very 
bad today and we also knew about it. However, there was no other option to us as we 
had our next tour programme tightly scheduled. It is a very beautiful area as I had 
already mentioned earlier and from inside the cable car as we gained height the beauty 
of the place multiplied manifold. We experienced the authenticity of Switzerland weather 
department as soon as we reached the halfway point of the route. There was heavy 
rains and as we gained more height, there was very heavy snowfall with strong winds. 
Actually the top of Glacier 3000 is ideal for the views of French & German Peaks. 
However, as we got out of Cable Car, the weather worsened & there was total whiteout. 
We waited for ½ an hour for weather to become clear but to no avail. Ultimately we went 
for the Tissot cliff walk in heavy snowfall & bone chilling winds. It was very cold. There 
was no other option to roam around in such a weather so we decided to return. We 
immediately got bus on our return and getting inside the hot bus was a relief from the 
continuous rains & cold. 
 
We returned to Wilderswil late in the evening by changing trains at Zweismann, Spiez & 
Interlaken in that order.  Had our coffee (very good) & dinner i.e. pizza & sandwich; with 
the help from Volg SuperMarket just opposite the Train Station. Got into our room, had 
a hot water bath and slept. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


